Organization:

Have you ever heard the saying “organization is the key to success”? Well it is true because if you’re not organized then there is no way you are good at the other skills. You need to organize your work to finish your tasks, you need to organize your thoughts before starting an oral conversation and you need to plan your work to be able to finish it independently and that’s why organization is really important during high school and your future career. If you’re struggling with the other skills then work on your organization skills and let the rest follow.

Obstacles I faced in grade 9

I was and I still am the student who asks a lot of questions. It wasn’t the obstacle but it led to an obstacle. My classmates thought that my questions weren’t the best so they started talking about it and making jokes which made me lose confidence in myself. I didn’t ask a lot of questions in my classes which affected my understanding of the lessons and my marks went down. I figured out that it doesn’t matter what they say because when I listened to them my marks went down. So I started asking many questions again because that’s what it will impact me no them. The moral of the story is don’t lose confidence because others don’t like what you do and always ask questions when you need it because it will impact your learning not theirs.

Another obstacle that I faced in grade nine was a lack of organization. My papers were everywhere and I barely came to class with something to right with. I didn’t think that would affect my marks at all but I was wrong. I wasn’t organized enough to manage my time, plan out my work, find my assignments/homework to be able to hand it in. It was a really big obstacle that caused my marks to drop really bad and that was when I figured out I need to change. Moral of the story is that maybe these learning and essential skills don’t affect your marks but without following them you won’t be good enough to bring them up which will result in them dropping.

It’s not too late to change to the better, so do it now while you can before it’s too late.